
Name: _______________________________

Directions:Write the word (verb tense) from the parenthesis that correctly completes each sentence.

Inappropriate Shifts in Verb Tense # 2

1) After relocating to the new city, we ______________ (turn, turned) our attention to find  
daycare for our newborn.

2) We will leave for the airport as soon as the taxi ______________ (arrives, arrived, arrive).

3) Yesterday I competed in a tennis game that was ______________ (held, hold) against the top 
seeded player.

4) I am writing a report on why birds and animals ______________ (migrated, migrate).

5) Cherry trees are very difficult to grow. Cherry trees usually ______________ (has, had, have)

a very short growing season.

6) Armadillos are mammals that ______________ (prefer, preferred, prefers) warm, moist climates 
and thrive in forested areas and grasslands.

7) When mom is done baking the cupcakes, I am definitely ______________ (ate, eating, eat) at 
least half a dozen of those yummy delights.

8) By the time the rain stopped, I ‘d ______________ (reached, reach) my destination.

9) Washingtonia Robusta is a palm tree that ______________ (grow, grows) as tall as a 82 ft high  
building. 

10) After lifting the championship trophy, the entire soccer team, coaches, and all the parents

were ______________ (gratified, gratify).



Answer Key

Directions:Write the word (verb tense) from the parenthesis that correctly completes each sentence.

Inappropriate Shifts in Verb Tense # 2

1) After relocating to the new city, we ______________ (turn, turned) our attention to find  
daycare for our newborn.

2) We will leave for the airport as soon as the taxi ______________ (arrives, arrived, arrive).

3) Yesterday I competed in a tennis game that was ______________ (held, hold) against the top 
seeded player.

4) I am writing a report on why birds and animals ______________ (migrated, migrate).

5) Cherry trees are very difficult to grow. Cherry trees usually ______________ (has, had, have)

a very short growing season.

6) Armadillos are mammals that ______________ (prefer, preferred, prefers) warm, moist climates 
and thrive in forested areas and grasslands.

7) When mom is done baking the cupcakes, I am definitely ______________ (ate, eating, eat) at 
least half a dozen of those yummy delights.

8) By the time the rain stopped, I ‘d ______________ (reached, reach) my destination.

9) Washingtonia Robusta is a palm tree that ______________ (grow, grows) as tall as a 82 ft high 
building. 

10) After lifting the championship trophy, the entire soccer team, coaches, and all the parents

were ______________ (gratified, gratify).


